Competitive Polo
and Casual Elegance
Polo—the game, the horsemanship, and the community—
has been a part of Memphis since 1954, when it was
played at the Memphis Hunt and Polo Club.
Now, our home is a beautiful, 200-acre farm just outside the city in
Rossville, Tenn., that features some of the country’s best polo fields.
From April to October, Memphis polo enthusiasts gather to
practice and learn the game, play fast-paced, competitive matches
with other clubs, and socialize through refined charity events or
casual, field-side asados, traditional Argentine barbecues.
Memphis Polo welcomes everyone—from the expert player to the
beginner to the spectator—to join us this season.
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Lively Matches
with New Friends
Twice a week, the Memphis Polo Club gathers for casual
practice games that introduce newcomers to the love of
the sport—and our group’s close-knit camraderie.
Players use the non-competitive matches to train new horses—or
themselves—in a friendly, low-pressure environment. Beginners
become familiar with the game, the rules, the speed, and their
horses at their own pace.
The matches also give us a chance to become more familiar with
each other. After practice, we gather around a cooler, discuss the
game, relax, and take in the sunset over the scenic countryside.
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Spirited Competition
and Strong Relationships
Weekend tournaments at home or on the road showcase
the Memphis Polo Club at its best—as aggressive players
and gracious hosts.
The Memphis Polo Club often hosts neighboring clubs at
our beautiful home facility for two days of high-speed, fierce
competition. By evening, tournaments are perfect for socializing.
The Memphis Polo Club hosts Argentine barbecues—asados—at
our tournaments. When we travel to neighboring clubs, they’re
similarly gracious hosts.
These events bring neighboring polo communities together as a
close, tight-knit group. Weekend polo trips are small vacations for
friends looking to engage in some spirited competition and get
away for a while.
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Play on the Field
and Learn the Game
Becoming a Memphis Polo player is much easier and
more financially feasible than you might think.
Everyone—from experienced players to beginners—is welcome.
Beginners don’t have to buy horses or equipment—just schedule
lessons with our instructors and we’ll take care of the rest.
If you decide that polo is for you, our experts can guide you,
helping you avoid the common new-player pitfalls. Learn
horsemanship, game strategy, hitting techniques, and the famous
polo camaraderie.
Through taking advantage of our lessons program and our
practices, you can be competing on the tournament field in
no time.
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Play on the Sidelines
and Make an Impression
Through sponsorships and special events, you can enjoy
the thrill of polo without ever mounting a horse.
The Memphis Polo Club’s scenic countryside offers a perfect venue
for any event.
Entertain clients, spice up the company picnic, or organize a
field-side event for your friends and family. Afternoon matches
and Argentine barbecues are a relaxing, casual getaway. Evening
matches provide an elegant venue for your
cocktail party.
The Memphis Polo Club team will work with you to create a unique,
memorable experience. Use the Memphis Polo Club to get your
message out to our community by sponsoring an event, the team,
or advertising at our facility.
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Contact Us
to Learn More
For information on weekend polo matches, polo lessons,
sponsorship opportunities, and any other inquiries,
please contact:
Alfredo Guerreño, Club Manager
901-230-0944
alfredo@memphispoloclub.com
Jack Erb, Club President
901-277-8328
jack@memphispoloclub.com
Memphis Polo
1705 Frazier Road
Rossville, TN 38066
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Directions (from Memphis)
Take 385 East (Bill Morris Parkway) to the last exit, Piperton, TN-57
Turn right off of the exit ramp and continue east for 6 miles
Turn right onto Frazier Road
At the two-way stop, 1.25 miles down, turn left onto Stinson Road
The entrance to the club is a few hundred feet on the right
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